
Tuesday, May 3rd 2016 

Nice 

Quai de Docks 

The vessel was immense – 155-feet in length overall from stem to stern and the huge yacht literally 

towered high over the dock. The hull was a pleasant grey while the upperworks and fore-foot were 

duck-egg blue and, typically for Mindy, there was a purple highlight along the side amidships and 

another high up, below the grey-painted SatCom dome. The hardtop and mainmast were a 

contrastingly darker grey. 

The entire vessel oozed menace and power. To me, she seemed less of a floating gin-palace and 

more of a sea wolf, ready to pounce. I gazed upwards at the four decks which towered above me, 

one by one. 

“Will you stop gawking and get aboard, you damned halfwit!” 

The instantly familiar voice drew my eyes to the third deck and towards the bow where I was more 

than a little surprised to see my own father gazing down at me from the starboard Bridge Wing. He 

laughed before he spoke again. 

“Goddamn passengers, eh, Captain!” 

“Bloody menace, if you ask me, Captain!” 

I laughed as I saw yet another familiar face appear over the bulwark and smile down at me. 

“Move along, Chloe, and you too, Cassandra!” 

“Dammit; it’s Cassie, Dad!” 

..._... 

The others were mesmerised as they as they climbed out of the cars and gazed up at the mega 

yacht. 

“All aboard for the cruise from hell!” Another voice called from the top of the gangway which had 

deployed from aft on the portside, level with the second deck. 

“Hold your damn horses, Spook – we’re coming!” Mindy laughed. 

“How could you afford all this?” Chloe demanded as her eyes darted around the mega-sized mega-

yacht. 

“Simple – we emptied Megan’s and Stephanie’s swear jars!” Mindy deadpanned and she ignored the 

looks of death that came from the two aforementioned younger girls. 

“You know,” Dave commented as he watched the girl’s mouths move slowly and silently. “I think you 

two should each contribute ten bucks to your respective jars...” 

“What?” Megan demanded – Stephanie fumed silently and she did not trust herself to speak. 

“…I think that’s probably pretty cheap considering what you’re both thinking, right about now...” 

“We’re gonna have to put fuel in this behemoth at some stage...” Mindy laughed. “Get aboard, 

people, we need to shove off!” 



 

Ocean Vigilante 

Nice, Southern France 

Position: 43.7102° N 7.2620° E 

The moment the last person had stepped aboard, Spook stowed the gangway and the lines were 

castoff. 

Commander Bennett conned the Sunseeker yacht directly out of the harbour entrance before he 

turned us south and made for deep water at fifteen knots. An hour later, we turned onto a south-

westerly heading for another few minutes before we then increased speed to thirty-five knots and 

came around onto a heading of two-one-zero. 

The pursuit had begun. 

 

11nm south-southwest of Antibes 

Position: 43.3852° N 7.0458° E 

Course: 210°, Speed: 35 knots, 20nm logged 

Mindy stood before us all as we all gathered in the Main Salon. There was limited seating, but an 

obvious sparring mat took pride of place in the centre of the space. 

“Okay, people – this is not a pleasure cruise; you had that on the Atlantic Storm...” 

“Loved every minute of that one!” Anne-Marie quipped sarcastically and there was a ripple of 

laughter but Mindy scowled angrily and the laugher stopped very quickly. 

“... The Ocean Vigilante is a warship and she is as heavily armed as some naval patrol boats. We can 

detect and destroy, or at the very least heavily damage, anything within eight kilometres of us. In the 

bow is the Armoury and Magazine, which is stacked to the deckhead with everything from pistols 

and knives, to assault rifles and mini-guns. We also carry automatic grenade launchers and anti-tank 

guided missiles for when we need to get creative. 

“On this cruise you are all aware of both Fusion and Vengeance, although some of you will not be 

fighting but all of you will be expected to pull your weight. Any order from Commander Bennett, 

Commander Perrin, or Commander Lawrence will be as if it were an order from myself and woe 

betide any of you who deign to disobey those orders...” 

“You gonna take ‘the cat’ to us?” Chloe threw in and she stared down Mindy’s ‘I am not amused’ 

scowl. 

“You’d probably enjoy that...” Joshua chuckled. 

“Maybe later...” Chloe purred and there was general laughter – even Mindy smirked. 

“... We have all had a rough ride just getting here and the mission is nowhere near finished but finish 

it we will. As you all now, Commander Bennett is codenamed ‘Neptune’. Commander Perrin will be 

‘Poseidon’ and Commander Lawrence is, of course, ‘Spook’. So let’s have no fucking messing about 

and let’s get down to some serious training. I want you all familiar with this vessel, her electronic 

systems, and her weapons systems. You will all be issued with a lifejacket which will be worn 

whenever you are on watch, or up on deck. Dave.” 



I took over the briefing. 

“Nobody is allowed on the Bridge, or in the Command Centre without permission, except for Fusion 

and Vengeance senior members. A watch will be kept on deck during the hours of darkness – we are 

just as much at risk of being boarded and attacked as those which we are chasing down. Each one of 

you has been allocated a bunk – along with your lifejacket you will each be issued with anti-flash 

hoods and gloves which will be worn at action stations by all. For now, go get something to eat and 

then we can all get to work.” 

..._... 

“This thing itches...” 

Anne-Marie wrestled with the fire-retardant, white cotton anti-flash hood that she wore. 

“I don’t give a fucking shit!” Mindy growled as she pulled the inflatable lifejacket tight around her 

daughter’s waist. Chloe was doing the same with Danny who was not complaining so vocally. 

“But I can swim...” Anne-Marie continued to moan. “Plus, I look a dick...” 

“For how long could you swim? It could be hours until you’re rescued. What about if you’ve been 

injured or you are unconscious?” Mindy growled at her daughter. “Plus it’s better to look a dick with 

all her skin intact than a dick who has every square-inch of her face burnt to shit!” 

Anne-Marie sensed her Mother’s building anger, so she said nothing and she wisely kept her mouth 

shut. 

“If I have to wear one, then so do you!” Stephanie said with a grin at Mindy as she pulled her hood 

and gloves into place. “You want this life, then you got to take the good with the bad, okay?” 

“Okay...” 

“Where did you get that term from, anyway?” Mindy demanded once their lifejackets were correctly 

fitted. 

Stephanie smiled cheekily at her mother. 

“Let’s go count the life rafts,” Stephanie suggested to her two younger siblings. 

I smiled as they left the compartment but Mindy looked worried, just as she always did when her 

friends, and now her family, were headed into danger. 

“We always come home, Mindy, and we all will this time too.” 

“I hope so, Dave, I really do – I just have a bad feeling about all this...” 

Mindy wrapped her arms around me and I did the same with her. 

 

Later that afternoon 

Ocean Vigilante 

I shrugged off my bad mood and went up onto the Sun Deck where I found Spook pointing out the 

various mounting points for our weapons systems to Chloe, Josh, Hailee and Dave. 



“...On either side of the hot tub, we pull up the cushions here and here and you will see the base for 

a tripod mount. You will find two more aft on the Upper Deck below. Those four mounts are for 

Mk19 automatic forty-millimetre grenade launchers or for the Minimi 7.62-millimetre, belt-fed 

machine guns. The machine guns themselves and ammunition can be stowed in ready-use lockers. 

“These lockers are concealed within the superstructure and each locker stows two Minimi machine 

guns and four cans of belt ammunition. The Mk19 launchers can be brought up as required and one 

is kept in a ready-use locker aft of the bridge along with a can of rounds. Aft on this deck you will 

find two similar bases for an M134 naval mount and you will find two more identical ones on the 

Upper Deck forward. What is an M134?” 

“The M134 is a 7.62-millimetre, six-barrel Gatling gun,” Hailee piped up. 

“Not bad – for a girl!” Spook chuckled and he elicited a blush from the pleased girl as he headed aft. 

“We have four weapons onboard and quite literally tens of thousands of rounds. The mounts can be 

rapidly shipped and unshipped with these clips – three on each mount. Normally, the weapons are 

stowed in the Armoury and Magazine, however, as you can see, we have two weapons stowed in 

this ready-use locker, in the bar. 

“Aft on this deck, here, and forward on the Upper Deck, you will find two more mounting points. 

They are for our Spike missile system which is valid against tanks, ships and vehicles. We can mount 

a launcher at each location covering a large arc at each point. Two launchers are in ready-use 

lockers, one beneath the staircase aft on the Main Deck and another forward on the Upper Deck. 

“We have three versions of the missile stowed in the Magazine below. The ‘mini-Spike’ has a 

minimum range of fifty-metres, but a maximum range of 1,300-metres. We also have the ‘Spike-LR’ 

with a minimum range of 200-metres and a maximum range of 4,000-metres. Just for completeness 

– and for extended anti-ship capability, we carry four rounds of ‘Spike-ER’ which is designed to reach 

out to eight-kilometres.” 

“Not bad!” Joshua commented approvingly. 

“Josh, you and Dave will be the primary Spike operators – get learning the manual,” I suggested. 

“Aye, aye, ma’am!” Joshua replied. 

 

The Bridge 

My next stop was the bridge. 

Ryan was explaining the readiness system to Chloe, Megan, Stephanie and Abby. 

“There are five conditions that range from alongside in port – Condition Five, all the way to 

Condition One – Action Stations, attack imminent. Considering the fact that we are a ‘civilian’ vessel, 

we cannot have weapons visible. When in port, we may receive visitors, so all weapons and 

ammunition will be struck down to the Armour and Magazine. Once out of port, we can move 

weapons and ammunition to the ready-use lockers – that is being done as we speak – and is known 

as Condition Four.  

At night, we will mount the weapons as that is when we might come under attack without warning. 

There is a lesser chance of attack during daylight. As is standard for most navies during times of 



tension, we will go to Condition Three at dusk and mount all weapons. Condition Two is reserved for 

when a threat is imminent and weapon crews will stay close to their weapons all night; just in case.” 

 

I led the group down forward to the Galley and I explained some of the non-standard extra features. 

“This is the safest place aboard. We are on the Lower Deck, close to the waterline. The Galley has 

extra armour in the deckhead, above us, the deck below us and in the bulkheads around us. Every 

cupboard is also armoured, so you can hide behind them for extra protection.” 

Chloe grinned. 

“Didn’t you hide in a kitchen cupboard, once?” She asked. 

“Yes, I did and that was when Kick-Ass rescued me the first time...” I replied with a smile. “That was 

where I got the idea from, actually.” 

Honestly, that was where I got the idea from – those kitchen cupboards in Frank D’Amico’s 

penthouse had saved my life. Dave had teased me relentlessly about those cupboards for weeks 

afterwards – once he had stopped being scared of me.  

I had laughed about it – eventually. 

..._... 

Next came the Garage. 

“Awesome!” Megan and Stephanie exclaimed. 

“She’s called the Warrior and she’s our tender. She is very fast and she can be armed with a Minimi 

as required. There’s a door that opens in the Starboard side, just there,” I said and I tapped the door. 

“The rail above launches and recovers the tender. Dave and Joshua are in charge of her and they are 

the tender’s designated crew.” 

 

35nm east-southeast of Toulon 

Position: 42.9944° N 6.7523° E 

Course: 210°, Speed: 10 knots, 54nm logged 

We were about thirty nautical miles offshore and fifty or so nautical miles along our course when we 

dropped down to ten knots. 

Everybody, except for Commanders Perrin and Bennett, gathered in the Main Salon on the starboard 

side of the Main Deck. As per Fusion Standing Orders, all wore their lifejackets. I smirked at Joshua 

who quickly threw up his hands. 

“Do not even fucking think about it; you’re a cruel purple bitch!” Josh growled. 

While the attention was on the moaning Brit, nobody seemed to notice the section of bulwark 

beyond the, currently open, sliding glass doors which had discretely motored from a vertical position 

outwards to form a horizontal platform – only, the safety railings had not been installed... I nodded 

to Josh and Chloe who turned without warning and they each delivered a firm kick into the chests of 

the two girls who unwittingly stood with their backs to the opening. 



Stephanie and Megan both screamed as they flew backwards and fell the fourteen feet to the water. 

..._... 

I spoke into a radio. 

“Man overboard, starboard side! Two in the water!” 

Immediately, the ship’s horn sounded three long blasts and the helm was thrown over to starboard 

which turned the yacht towards the two spluttering girls but took our churning propellers well away 

from them. Their lifejackets had automatically exploded into life as they had hit the water and both 

girls were now bobbing safely, but violently, in the white froth that was thrown up from the 

churning propellers as the engines advanced to full ahead and we commenced a Williamson Turn, 

which would bring us around onto a reciprocal course and back to the two girls who were readily 

visible with their bright orange, Day-Glo life jackets. 

“They are going to be so pissed!” Hailee laughed. 

“I can handle a spitting Kitty-Kat any day of the week,” Chloe replied coolly and she sounded 

unconcerned – she had kicked Megan. 

“A scrawny little ten-year-old Brit?” Joshua added. “No problem!” 

..._... 

The Commanders on the bridge brought us expertly to a dead stop, just a few yards from the girls, 

both of whom were yelling obscenities at us all. At the stern, Dave had lowered the ‘beach’ – the 

transom at the stern could open and lay flat on the water where a ladder was then attached to allow 

easy access from the water. 

Megan pushed Stephanie up the ladder first and then followed close behind her partner. Hailee was 

right; both girls were pissed to put it mildly. 

“Sorry, Steph – just a bit of f...” 

Stephanie kneed Joshua in his left thigh and he dropped to the deck in agony. 

“Just a bit of fun, Joshua?” 

Without warning, Megan did the same to Chloe, who yelled out in pain and dropped down beside 

her boyfriend. 

“No hard feelings, Shadow...?” 

“None...” Shadow hissed through the pain. 

The rest of us just laughed. I wrapped a towel around each of the shivering girls after I had helped 

them remove the inflated lifejackets. 

“Thanks, both of you.” 

“No problem, Mindy – it was fun!” Steph replied with a grin as her teeth chattered in the cool 

breeze. 

“The water was pleasant-ish...” Megan added with her own grin. 

“Sorry about the surprise – Josh and Chloe cooked it up and I agreed...” 



“Josh was right; it was just a bit of fun...” Stephanie said with an evil smirk, as she glanced at the two 

fifteen-year-olds who writhed around in agony on the deck. 

She then headed below to change and Megan went with her. 

 

An hour later 

“Sorry, Steph...” Joshua offered. 

“How’s the leg?” 

“It hurts like fuck...” 

“Okay, I forgive you then,” Stephanie replied with a grin. 

Joshua just laughed. 

“You’re awesome, Steph, never let anybody tell you different.” 

“Thanks, Josh.” 

 

That evening 

Dinner was good – Spook cooked with the help of Stephanie and Megan. We had steaks to celebrate 

our first night aboard and I was very impressed by the results. There were twenty of us aboard, so 

we ate on the Sky Deck, which was awesome. At all times, though, there was a four-person 

Command Crew on watch, with two people on the bridge and one in the Command Centre, while a 

third was on patrol around the Upper Deck. 

Those on watch were still allowed to eat, so plates were delivered to the bridge and the person who 

walked the Upper Deck would take a few minutes to eat on the Sky Deck. 

 

The following morning 

Wednesday, May 4th 2016 

30nm northwest of Ibiza 

Position: 39.0866° N 0.8286° E 

Course: 181°, Speed: 30 knots, 404nm logged 

Every hour was spent training, sleeping, eating or on watch. 

I knew that given time, people would start to worry, however, if they were kept busy then there 

would be no time for worry. I had also managed to humiliate Hailee but that had not been my 

intention. Cassie actually had a day job for when she was not out kicking drunk Glaswegians in the 

head. Cassie was a junior doctor, still in training, but she was far enough along that, with the help of 

Dr Bennett, she had performed a full medical on Hailee. 

The poor girl had hated every minute of it, but Dr Bennett had refused to allow Hailee to fight until 

she had completed the medical successfully. Hailee had moaned about so many people seeing her 

naked, but she knew that ultimately she had no option but to comply if she wanted to be Petra any 



time soon. I took the blame for the humiliation as I was the one who had insisted that she was 

checked out.  

I had been on the humiliating end of Cathy’s medicals before and I dreaded them. 

However, after an hour’s humiliation, Hailee escaped with a fairly clean bill of health. Her bruises 

were doing well, as were her cuts. She was still in pain from her ribs, but she assured me that she 

could fight. I had to trust her; I gave her the usual warning and she had accepted that. She knew full 

well that I would raise holy hell if she dared lie about her condition.  

Megan had assured Hailee that it was not worth hiding any injuries. 

 

Stephanie was fighting with her younger brother and sister. 

Surprisingly, that was a rare occurrence; Stephanie was always careful around the twins as she was 

well aware that she could hurt them very badly if she lost control. For the moment, I did not mind 

the twins getting hurt – callous? Maybe; but it was crucial training. 

The twins were doing everything that they could to put their big sister down. Stephanie was going 

easy on them; she could have finished the fight within seconds, but she was a team player and she 

enjoyed messing about with her younger siblings. The Main Salon was busy and with Stephanie, 

Anne-Marie and Danny on the mat, there was plenty to watch. Megan was the referee and she was 

also there if Stephanie got a bit too wild. 

Close by, Chloe and Joshua were cleaning their pistols as they sat cross-legged beside the mat. 

Hailee was recovering from her recent humiliation on a couch in the Main Salon and she was talking 

with Cassie – the two of them had hit it off straight away and they both got on really well together. 

..._... 

I sat with Dave on another couch and watched as Stephanie expertly sidestepped the twins when 

they went in for another attack. The ten-year-old was toying with her brother and sister and she 

smirked at them. Now, Anne-Marie was getting annoyed and so was Danny, to a lesser extent. 

Seeing Stephanie fight without her combat suit on was a sight to behold. There was practically 

nothing to her; she was about four foot six inches tall in her bare feet and there was not an ounce of 

fat on her slim frame. 

Needless to say, her body was deceptive; there was muscle hidden away there and she knew how to 

use it. She moved very fast and I thought back to how I used to be at that age and how I would have 

looked to Daddy as I had trained. In only two or so years, that girl had gone from being an innocent 

little girl with her whole life ahead of her to what she was now: a hardened, psychopathic killer. 

“Fucking ow!” Stephanie yelled out as Anne-Marie scored a strike on her sister’s upper thigh. 

“Yeah!” Anne-Marie yelled out with pride. 

“You go, girl – take down that bitch!” Megan called out. 

“Hey – you’re supposed to be the impartial referee!” Stephanie complained indignantly. 

“Fuck that!” Megan retorted with a grin. 



Stephanie screamed as Danny took advantage of the distraction as he spun and jammed his right 

foot into the back of his sister’s knee and put her down on one knee. Anne-Marie then spun around 

and smacked Stephanie around the face with a left hook; Stephanie hit the deck hard. 

There was cheering from all those present as Danny kept up the tempo and Stephanie received a 

kick to the stomach and then the chest in rapid succession. I jumped up quickly and I caught Anne-

Marie as she moved in for the coup de grâce with her foot about to come down into her big sister’s 

side. 

“Enough, Rogue!” I called out as I plucked my daughter out of the air. 

 

Sun Deck 

“Okay, you four . . . there is very little chance that you would ever be required to take the M134 for a 

spin in action, but Mindy has insisted that you all be shown how to operate said weapon,” Spook 

lectured. 

“Huh?” Anne-Marie asked. 

“Sorry, Spook doesn’t speak Yank,” Stephanie replied with an evil smirk at Danny and Megan 

laughed. 

Anne-Marie scowled and was about to hit her big sister when I glared at her and her fist quickly 

vanished. 

“The M134 is a six-barrelled, air-cooled, link-fed, electrically driven Gatling gun, in 7.62-millimetre 

calibre. The barrels are spun by an electric motor and the weapon has a range of about 1,000-

metres, although the tracers will burn out at 900-metres. 

“There are two switches that allow the weapon to fire at 2,000-rounds-per-minute, or at 4,000-

rounds-per-minute. The ammunition can that is located with each weapon contains 2,625 rounds of 

ammunition in a mixed load of ball, tracer and low-light tracer rounds. We also carry Sabot Launched 

Armour Piercing ammunition.” 

..._... 

Under the close instruction of Spook, Anne-Marie lifted the red cover that protected the arming 

switch and she flicked the switch beneath, upwards. I noticed that her hands were shaking as she 

gripped the twin handles. 

“Bridge – Sun Deck – request permission to test fire the Forward Port M134...” 

“Sun Deck – range is clear – permission granted for Forward Port M134 test firing,” Commander 

Perrin replied over the radio. 

“Anne-Marie – gently press the ‘Low Rate’ trigger with your right thumb...” 

The eight-year-old girl did so and she promptly released the button as she jumped backwards in 

fright as the mini-gun belched out two dozen rounds before it fell silent, the spinning barrels coming 

to a halt. 

“Awesome!” Danny yelled out. 

Anne-Marie was still shaking but a smile appeared on her face. 



“Well?” Stephanie prompted. 

“That was... indescribable...” Anne-Marie muttered happily. 

 

The Bow 

After lunch, I took Joshua, Chloe, Natasha, Stephanie and Cassie forward onto the bow. 

“We have a single boarding craft available, currently stowed here, on the bow. The technical name 

for the RIB is a Vessel Interdiction and Boarding-Team Delivery craft, or VI-BTD. The craft is 9.5-

metres long and is capable of 60-knots. The supercharged twin 350-horsepower engines are super-

quiet and designed for a stealthy approach. It will comfortably carry six – eight at a push – more if 

you don’t mind a little discomfort. In the bow is a mount for a Minimi 7.62-millimetre machinegun. 

The craft is fitted with FLIR so we can make an approach without radar or lights.” 

“Awesome!” Joshua grinned. 

“Her name is Cutlass.” 

 

That evening 

“Sit still, Stephanie!” 

“But I’ll be wearing a mask...” 

“It’ll be night and you may need to remove it – hence the camo paint,” Joshua explained as he 

expertly applied dark green, grey and black streaks to certain parts of her face, the backs of her 

hands and wrists. “My Dad taught me how – I intend on keeping you safe, Psyche.” 

“It feels icky...” 

“Less ‘icky’ than a bullet...” I replied darkly. 

“I’ve never liked wearing makeup – too girly.” 

“Well this is man makeup, so if you ain’t got the balls for it...” Josh chuckled. 

“My balls are way bigger than yours, arsehole!” 

“Well, you are not checking him out to confirm it...” Chloe grinned as she applied a similar scheme to 

Cassie’s face. 

“This is going to be so much fun!” Natasha added with a grin. 

..._... 

Once suited up, we drew our equipment for the night. 

All our weapons had been pre-selected and prepared for use in a maritime environment. Most 

weapons hated to be immersed in any form of water, let alone saltwater. We checked each of our 

weapons and every round of ammunition. We were going into harm’s way on the type of mission 

that only the world’s most elite special forces were normally capable of. 



“I can’t believe I’m actually going to be doing this...” Joshua mused as he reassembled his SIG MPX-

SD submachine gun. 

“Huh?” Cassie asked. 

“My Dad used to do things like this back when he was in the SBS – I never expected that I might 

actually be boarding a vessel at sea on a mission of violence,” Joshua explained. 

“You mean a mission of piracy?” Stephanie interjected. “We are forcibly boarding a civilian vessel on 

the high seas with the aim of taking control of said vessel and killing people on board.” 

“Yeah – just like we declared war on Great Britain when we invaded Buck Island,” Mindy replied. 

“I suppose,” Stephanie mused. 

“Just think of how much fun you’re gonna have!” Dave said. 

“Thanks, Dad!” 

 

As it began to get dark, there was a flurry of activity as we went to Action Stations and the weapons 

came out of their lockers. 

Hailee and Eric were on the Sun Deck, mounting the Minimi machine guns beside the hot tub. Aft, 

Dave was busy preparing a Spike launcher. Mathilda and Cameron had the job of mounting the 20-

kilogramme mini-guns on that deck and below on the Upper Deck. After thirty minutes of furious 

activity, all the weapons were mounted and ready for immediate use. 

Everybody chipped in, even the younger members as they ferried ammunition around the vessel. 

Every crew-member wore their lifejacket, anti-flash hoods and gloves. Abby was checking over all 

the electronic systems that would reach out to detect anything approaching us out of the darkness. 

“Stand down, Action Stations...” came the announcement over the ship-wide speakers. 

Everybody was relieved to be able to pull off their hoods and breathe fresh air. 

 

35nm southeast of Cartagena 

Position: 37.1399° N 0.5589° W 

Course: 231°, Speed: 0.3 knots, 554nm logged 

It was after eight that night when we stopped engines and the 3,000-kilogramme rigid inflatable 

boat was lowered over the bow into the waters of the Mediterranean. The boarding team consisted 

of Hit Girl, Jackal, Shadow, Crimson, Psyche, and Nemesis. All were dressed in their combat suits but 

with a limited weapons load. There would be no room for full-size Katana swords, so only knives and 

firearms would be employed. 

The assault was intended to be stealthy; the plan was to board, place explosives, capture the targets 

and leave. The VI-BTD craft would have a closure speed of over thirty-knots and, if all went well, the 

assault team would board the enemy yacht after forty minutes or so of hard ride. Ocean Vigilante 

had to remain beyond the radar horizon, or they would be tipped off to our presence. 

..._... 



Needless to say, I was very nervous as I watched the preparations alongside the hull just aft of the 

starboard Bridge Wing. I wished that I was going; I hated to see my wife go into action without me 

but it was necessary. I was also watching my daughter and my best friends as they prepared to race 

off into the darkness and the unknown. They would be so far ahead of us that we would be unable 

to provide any timely assistance. 

We would remain closed up at Action Stations, as we were at that moment, until they returned 

safely. 

..._... 

The assault team were all aboard and ready with engines idling. Ocean Vigilante was showing no 

lights and in the darkness I could only see Cutlass when I held a set NVGs to my eyes; she was 

sinister and very deadly. The black shape in the front right hand seat raised her hand and waved up 

at me – I blew her a kiss in return. 

“Come back safely, my love,” I whispered to myself. 

Beside me, both Commanders appeared from the red-lit bridge and I knew that they were feeling 

the same. It was one thing sending members of your crew to fight, another to be sending your own 

daughters. 

“Once more, my friends,” Poseidon said quietly. 

“They will return, all of them,” Neptune added. 

“Oscar Victor, this is Cutlass – standing by to depart...” 

It was the voice of Jackal. 

“Cutlass, Oscar Victor – you may depart. Fair winds and following seas, Fusion.” 

 

 

 


